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Introducing the Dri Buddi a new concept in the home that allows space-challenged householders to dry
their clothes in the smallest of spaces. As wet weather and soaring energy costs continue to plague the
nation, consumers are looking for a sophisticated and low cost alternative to the tumble dryer.
It uses a powerful 1200 watt motor to produce warm air that will dry your laundry for pennies. It can
hold up to 10 kilos of washing and there’s space to hang up to 18 garments, so it can cope easily with
everything from sports kit to work clothes.
The gadget allows householders who are short on space to have all the advantages of a tumble dryer but
none of the space worries as it is easily stored away. The Dri Buddi has also found fans in those who are
short on money as it only costs 5p an hour to run and can be used anywhere there is a power socket.
Rob Falconer, Sales Director at JML says, “The sales figures for the Dri Buddi suggest that
householders are really taken with this inflatable tumble dryer. We’ve found that it has been really
popular for those with limited space or small apartments, especially as it can be easily stored away.”

Once everything is hung up, zip the cover shut and set the digital controller. Wafts of warm air then
circulate and leave everything soft and dry – certainly not stiff or hard as can often happen when
drying indoors. Neat and compact, the Dri Buddi packs away neatly when not in use.
Dri Buddi retails at £59.99 and is available from, Argos, www.JMLdirect.com and on JML Direct TV on Sky
channel 641.
For more information please contact Jonathan O’Connor at press@jmlgroup.co.uk or 020 7691 3876.
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